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Welcome to our meetings!
This is a colorful edition
we have moth tidbits to
share with you!

Reminders
Next meetings
Tue Nov 10
TUE Jan 12 2016
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Hope to see you!

Bench Dedication
Sunday Nov 15, 2015
Coming Attractions
Photo Bill Benner

Directions

Variegated Fritillary chrysalis

Coming Attractions

Expert Master Gardener
& butterfly advocate
spots a Sphinx
by Mona Johnson

Jan 2016
Speaker Kelli Whitney
"Trends in Long Key butterfly counts"

Meeting Schedule

Feb 2016
Speaker Roger Hammer, Naturalist /
Award-winning author

What’s there to like
about Moths? It’s the
Year of the Sphinx Moth
Check out National Moth
Week every July at Long
Key Nature Center!

"Attracting hummingbirds and butterflies
in tropical Florida"

Amazon Users
Please order thru website
www.browardbutterfly.org.
BCBC earns 4% of your purchases.
Silent Auction
Please id donated plants.
We accept natives and noninvasive plants.
Signing In Notebook
Members & guests, please
print your name. As a
guest, please give us your
email address to receive
our newsletters.
Please take your Plants
donated at each event or
meeting home if not auctioned off.

UPCOMING EVENTS. Tues Nov 10, 2015. Speaker: Sandy Koi
“Imperiled Butterflies and Habitat Loss”
Tues Jan 12 , 2016. Kelli Whittney “ Trends in Butterfly Counts”
Also Wildflower Seeds & Plants for auction
Contact us at www.browardbutterflies.org; email: BCBCmail@gmail.com
Chapter meetings at Tree Tops Park 3900 SW 100th Avenue, Davie FL 33328 – 954-357-5130
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Expert Master Gardener and
butterfly advocate spots a Sphinx
By Mona Johnson
Mona says moths appear in her
garden at different times of the
year, that’s what makes them so
unpredictable. Recently she found
a Gaudy Sphinx moth. “It was
Greg Phillips, the plant specialist
that discovered it” she claims.
“Greg was digging up some stuff
near the top of the stairs by my
waterfall fountain. And he hollered for me to come see! He has
really good eyes to have spotted
the pretty thing. It was super
camouflaged...nearly the same
green as what it was resting on.
Naturally I ran to get the camera
and then came in to try to ID it.
And when we figured out what it
was, I went back out and VERY
gently spread its wings so we
could see the gaudy part! WOW,
so very gorgeous! I wish my eyes
were a bit better for spotting
these neat critters. I do see these
moths early evenings when the
Jamaican Caper is blooming because they do like to nectar
around it. Otherwise, it's usually
the caterpillars that are evident
now and again and we have a
once-in-a-while treat to see the
adults!”

COME! SUPPORT OUR BENCH DEDICATION & RECEPTION
For Elane Nuehring former President of
the Miami Blue Chapter at
Long Key Natural Area & Nature Center
Davie Florida
Sunday November 15, 2015
2:00 to 5:00pm. Contact Cindy Jenkins:
954-205-9101-Cell or artsymuz@gmail.com
Directions to Long Key Natural Area & Nature
Center. Phone No.954-357-8797
http://www.broward.org/PARKS/
LONGKEYNATURALAREA/Pages/

Variegated Fritillary. Wiki
Zinnias. How humans see first image, moths
& butterflies the second, bees the third.

Black Witch. Bug
Guide.net

Directions to Tree Tops
We meet at Tree Tops Park. From I-595, exit at Nob Hill
Road. Travel 2.5 miles south on Nob Hill. Tree Tops will
be on the left hand side.

What’s there to like about
moths?
They can be flashy or dull but
these insects have a special
purpose for night blooming
plants you admire. The weird
thing is we hardly see them
they’re drawn to plants at
dusk, dawn and pitch black,
doing mysterious movements
at night.
It is the year of the Sphinx
moth, there are about 12,000
thousand different types of
moths in North America, many
of these waiting to be identified. It’s easy to find them.
Those drawn to the light on
your porch are from the
Noctuidae family, the largest
group. One theory posits that
artificial lights interfere with
the moths' internal navigational
equipment causing spiraling &
confusion.
Some fly at night looking for a
mate, or seeking nectar, with
the tube shaped proboscis to
feed from mostly white or pale
colored flowers. They can also
be found during the day, flying
very swiftly, beating wings
faster than a hummingbird as a
defense mechanism. Others use
camouflage or mimicry, a pattern of eyes on wings, to dupe
prey.
Some are small, with a wing
span of 2 to 2.5mm, considered
really tiny. Moths can be the
size of a medium-sized or large
butterfly. Large moths such as
the Black Witch, the Polyphermus and the Luna, some 4.5
inches wide and the Io, named
for a young Greek maiden, fit
this description.

From I-95, exit at Griffin Road. Travel west approximately
8.2 miles to Nob Hill Road. Turn right. Travel a quarter of
a mile north. The entrance to the park will be on the right
hand side of the road.
From I-75, exit at Griffin Road and travel east approximately 4.7 miles to Nob Hill Road. Turn left. Travel a
quarter of a mile north. The entrance to the park will be on
the right hand side of the road.

Credits. Wordpress.com, 1001Questions Answered About Insects, A.Barrett Klots, 1977. Bug Guide.net, http://www.upi.com/
Science_News, www.massaudubon.org,djournals.org/
content/43/4/571.full. Oxford Journal. ColorVisionDiurnal&NoctornalHawkmoths,wildlife.ohiodnr.gov
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What’s there to like about moths?
Characteristics shared with the butterfly are tiny scales covering the body, use of nectar and valuable exchange of pollen, often using ultraviolet vision to find nectar, possessing a proboscis, and amazingly, undergoing complete metamorphosis. The colors of moths can be dull
or bright just like butterflies. There are differences between the two nonetheless. Butterflies have slender bodies and are diurnal i.e. are day
flower visitors. Moths generally are stouter. For example sphinx moths can be identified by the stout torpedo-shaped bodies and long
pointed wings. Most moths are nocturnal, although some moths sip nectar from day blooming flowers. Butterflies have clubs on their antennae while months have hairy or feathery ones.
Moths have six legs like the butterfly and similarly, a head, compound eyes, proboscis, mouthparts for some, a thorax, an abdomen, forewings and hind wings. There’s a pulsing heart. It lies along the dorsum of the abdomen, and the rest of area is the aorta where the dorsal
blood or plasma vessel is situated.
This insect reproduces the same way as butterflies in four stages. First it is an egg which becomes a larva or caterpillar. Then it becomes the
pupa or cocoon and finally as the emerged adult. Female moths will immediately begin laying eggs the evening after mating and for several
nights afterwards. Like butterflies, moths taste with their feet to select the plants to oviposit, having the ability to lay up to 100 eggs with
periods of rest, but will deposit only a fraction of that on the selected plant. And there is only a 1% chance for them to develop as adults
because of predators. As caterpillars, they munch on plants nonstop to fatten up before cocooning. Often cats make good meals for birds
and insects because they’re not poisonous. About two weeks later, the caterpillar will pupate, spin a cocoon, some burying themselves in
soil. In a few weeks, the adult chews or splits out of the cocoon.
Once emerged, moths that have vestigial that is no mouthparts only live at most two weeks; their sole purpose is to find a mate. In
fact ,female Cecropia moths don’t feed, having no digestive parts, though will emit pheromones which the male's sensitive antennae can
detect up to a mile away. Males may fly up to 7 miles in search of females. Those that sip nectar use saliva glands feeding with a short or a
long proboscis as much as 14 inches long. They visit purple, dull red and dark brown flowers at dusk or twilight. Others are starlight feeders, being able to see flowers in UV colors using visual cues , as well as smell to find and recognize flowers according to experts. Differences
collecting nectar separate moths from butterflies. Butterflies land on flowers with platforms. Moths visit tubular scented flowers with flat
petals, the outer lobes bent back. They hover and buzz like bees or hummingbirds to collect the sucrose-rich nectar. The Hummingbird
Clearwing moth, a day flier, sized at 1.5 inches, beats its wing 85 beats a second; very fast, while a butterfly typically flaps its wings at 1 to
20 beats a second. Fast flights means difficulty for enemies, and to further foil predators, some moths emit ultrasonic clicks audibly jamming a bat’s sonar making its meal difficult to find.
Moths use several types of plants as larval hosts . The Scarlet-bodied male wasp moth found in Florida, will feed on dog fennel, Eupatorium
capillifolium a plant which protects him from spiders & predators. The was moth effectively passes the plant alkaloids to the female and
her eggs. The hatched larvae then feeds on hempvine. The male Cisseps fulvicollis moth also feeds on asters, milkweeds or eupatoriums*
which has toxins that passes to the females that she gives to the eggs so that enemies may limit devouring a bad tasting snack. Just like
butterflies their enemies are parasitic flies or wasps or other hungry insects. Moths also have another enemy: humans. They’re considered
pests to eradicate when certain moths devastate crops, vegetables or your favorite sweater. This pestilence though is not the whole story
about them.
So why should we plant moonvines, morning glory, beebalm, blazing star, gardenia, four o’clocks, frangipani, night blooming jessamine &
primrose willow? Good reasons are that moths, skillful night workers will pollinate these petal friends while we rest. As insects they’re good
food sources for other animals and they’re fascinating and colorful. Given all of that, they seem more likable than strange. Pat R

*The Gaudy Sphinx moth, Family: Sphingidae uses
Larval food: Grape (Vitis), muscadine, vine (Cissus),
Christmasbush eupatorium (Eupatorium odoratum).www.butterfliesandmoths.org

Top left: Bella moth, Linnaeus Family eats invasive Rattlebox Florida plant seeds, Top right: Banded sphinx, Sphingidae Family (M.Johnson). Bottom
left: Io. Middle: Cecropia, Saturniidae Family, one of the largest; Scarlet-bodied Wasp, Erebidae Family. Right: Red-waisted Florella. (M.Johnson).
Check out National Moth Week at Long Key Nature Center July of 2016!

